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APPARATUS FOR SELECTIVELY SAMPLING 
~ FLUIDS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to a selective fluid-sampling 
apparatus for use in connection with means for analyz 
ing a plurality of ?uid samples, such as a gas chroma~ 
tographer and, more particularly, to an apparatus 
which includes a plurality of sampling valves corre 
sponding to the number of samples to be analyzed, said 
valves being connected in series to one another by 
means of a pipe which allows a carrier gas to ?ow 
therethrough. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Heretofore, it has been a conventional practice in 
multiple-sample analyses to intermittently switch the 
passage flow of a plurality of samples from one sample 
to the other for the purpose of effectively utilizing one 
single analyzing instrument. However, such practice 
has suffered from shortcomings, i.e., the likelihood of 
mixing between the different samples and of contami 
nation of one sample by another, as it will be explained 
in greater detail with reference to some of the accom 
panying drawings. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the present invention, these shortcom 
ings are avoided by providing a novel selective fluid 
sampling apparatus for use in the quantitative sampling 
of a variety of samples by means of a single analyzing 
section. 

In this apparatus, a plurality of six way valves is pref 
erably used as sampling valves in place of conventional 
sample-selecting sections, and the conduits adapted to 
introduce the various samples therein are arranged in 
parallel, each conduit being connected to its corre 
sponding sampling valve. Further, the sampling valves 
are connected in series by means of a pipe to the ana 
lyzing section of equivalent means. A medium, or car 
rier gas, is adapted to be introduced through said pipe 
to purge any remaining sample from the respective 
sampling valve and from the passage leading to said an 
alyzing section. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIGS. 1 and 2 are schematic views showing one em 
bodiment of a sample-selecting system of the prior art; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a conven 
tional gas chromatographic apparatus in conjunction 
with a prior art sample selecting mechanism of im 
proved design; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of a gas chro 
matographic apparatus in conjunction with the sam 
pling apparatus of the present invention; 
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a six way valve as 

used in the sampling apparatus of the present inven 
tion; and 
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of another six way 

valve as used in the sampling apparatus of the present 
invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 
AND OF THE INVENTION 

Any conventional sample selecting apparatus utilizes 
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2 
a flow passage switching mechanism. The system is 
more speci?cally illustrated in FIGS. l and 2. As shown 
in FIG. 1, valve 1 is ?rst closed, valve 2 is then opened 
and sample a is introduced through conduit 3 into an 
analyzing instrument 5. Then, valve 2 is closed, valve 
1 is opened and sample b is introduced through pipe 4 
to the same analyzing instrument. With this arrange 
ment, however, there is a possibility of mixing occur 
ring between sample b and a portion of sample a 
remaining in the sump section 3' of conduit 3. It follows 
that sample I) should be introduced to the analyzing in 
strument after sample a has been completely purged 
from the sump section by allowing a considerable time 
to accomplish the above purging operation. In addition 
to this, if there is a great difference in composition be 
tween samples a and b, (for instance), if the concentra 
tion of component x is 100 percent in sample a but only 
a few ppm in sample b, it would take even longer before 
complete purging is achieved. As it is apparent from 
FIG. 2, a plurality of samples a, b, c is preselected in 
a sample selecting section 6 before introducing the 
sample to the analyzing section 5 of the analyzing in 
strument. Then, the selected sample is introduced to 
the analyzing section 5 through a pipe 7 which con 
nects the analyzing section 5 with. the sample selecting 
section 6. This pipe 7 is used in common for the pas 
sage of all of the samples, so that, when switching oc 
curs from one conduit to another, mixing of the sam 
ples cannot be avoided, because such a system does not 
permit the complete removal of one sample from the 
pipe 7 before the introduction of another, different 
sample therein, such a pipe 7 being commonly used by 
all of the samples. 
An improved conventional device is shown in FIG. 3, 

where it can be readily seen that the apparatus includes 
conduits 8, 9, 10 through which the samples are sepa 
rately introduced and which are connected to a select 
ing section 6, which in turn is connected via pipe 7 to 
a sampling valve 13 containing a metering chamber 12 
of a given internal volume. The ?ow meter is filled with 
the sample to be analyzed, after which it is isolated, and 
then swept with a carrier gas from pipe 14- into the sep 
arating column 15 and thence to a detecting device 16. 
Accordingly, the sample which has been selected at the 
selecting section 6 has to pass through a common pas 
sage 7, resulting in the mixing and contaminating of 
one sample with another, as discussed previously. 
According to the present invention, these shortcom 

ings are overcome by providing a. ?uid-sampling appa 
ratus which has the capability of selecting with impu 
nity from a plurality of samples. Specifically, the con 
duits through which each of the samples is introduced, 
are respectively provided with a sampling valve 
adapted to effect the quantitative sampling and to be 
independently actuated. The absence of a common 
pipe which has been heretofore commonly used for a 
plurality of samples, eliminates the possiblity of mixing 
and contamination such as it has been experienced in 
prior art devices. Furthermore, the present invention 
does not require long purging periods before switching 
from one sample to the other. The reason is that the 
pipe through which a sample is introduced is main 
tained ?lled with a carrier gas which flows there 
through, so that immediately after the sample to be an 
alyzed has travelled through the pipe, assisted by the 
carrier gas, the pipe is filled only with fresh carrier gas 
and is automatically completely purged. 
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Accordingly, when the apparatus of ‘the present in 
vention is applied to an analyzing apparatus, such as a 
gas chromatographic apparatus, a variety of samples 
can be analyzed without loss of time by means of a sin 
gle gas chromatographic apparatus, while providing an 
alytical results of excellent reproducibility. 
To further clarify the apparatus of the invention, ref 

erence is made now to FIG. 4. In this apparatus, a six 
way valve is preferably used as the sampling valve 13 
in place of the sample selecting section 6 of the prior 
art. Pipes 8' and 9’, adapted for introducing samples a, 
b (only two are shown) to valve 13 are arranged in par 
allel and sampling valve 13 is connected in series by 
means of pipe 14 to sampling valve 13’. A carrier gas 
is made to flow through connecting pipe 14. The sam 
pling valves may be slide valves, or diaphragm valves, 
or of any other suitable type. FIG. 4 shows an example, 
wherein the conduits of two different samples a and b 
are intermittently switched from one to the other be 
fore analysis. As illustrated, sample a is shown as being 
fed into the metering chamber 12 located inside the 
sampling valve 13, while sample 12 is shown as being 
fed, through pipe 14 connected to the ?ow meter, to 
the separating column 15 and then to the detecting de 
vice 16. 
To introduce sample a into the gas chromatographic 

apparatus, the operational modes are reversed, i.e., 
sampling valve 13' is actuated so as to provide the op 
erational mode of sampling valve 13, and sampling 
valve 13 is actuated so as to provide the operational 
mode of sampling valve 13'. In case that a plurality of 
samples is to be analyzed, the sampling valves, except 
for the sampling valve of the sample to be analyzed, are 
all actuated so as to provide the operational mode of 
valve 13, as shown in FIG. 4, while only the sampling 
valve through which the sample to be analyzed is ?ow 
ing is actuated so as to provide the operational mode 
of valve 13'. 
Referring to FIG. 5, where a six way valve is used as 

a sampling valve, the ?rst port 17 and the second port 
18 are connected to pipe 14, the third port 19 and the 
fourth port 20 are respectively connected to the ends 
of the metering chamber 12, the ?fth port 21 is con 
nected to a vent, and the sixth port 22 is connected to 
the conduit 8’ through which the sample is introduced. 
In the event that the sample is not introduced to the gas 
chromatographic apparatus, the ?rst port 17 is con 
nected to the second port 18, the third port 19 to the 
sixth port 22 and the fourth port 20 to the fifth port 21, 
as shown by the solid line. On the other hand, when the 
sample is introudced to the gas chromatographic appa 
ratus, the ?rst port 17 is connected to the fourth port 
20, the second port 18 to the third port 19, the sixth 
port 22 to the ?fth port 21, as shown in phantom. Thus, 
the metering chamber may be ?rst ?lled with the gas to 
be analyzed, then isolated, and finally swept with car 
rier gas into the gas chromatographic apparatus. FIG. 
6 illustrates another example of a six way valve in 
which each portion encircled by phantom lines shows 
a structurally shallow recess in the upper half of the ap 
paratus body. In this instance, the upper half of the 
body may be rotated 60° to switch the ?ow passages 
from one portion to the other. 
As it is apparent from the foregoing, the sampling ap 
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4 
paratus of the present invention eliminates any possibil 
ity of contamination by previously analyzed samples, 
because the sampling conduits 8’, 9' are connected to 
independent sampling valves 13. With this arrange 
ment, even if samples a and b are considerably different 
in the concentration of the gas to be analyzed, there 
will be no possibility of sample b to become contami~ 
nated by sample a before analysis. 
Thus, according to the sampling apparatus of the 

present invention wherein the sampling valves are ar 
ranged in parallel with the sample conduits and are 
connected in series to each other by means of a pipe 
through which a carrier gas ?ows, there is no possibility 
of mixing one sample with another and, furthermore, 
there is no need to provide for a sample-selecting sec 
tion as heretofore. The apparatus of the present inven 
tion also permits the rapid switching from one sample 
to the other as well as the analysis of a plurality of sam 
ples by means of a single analyzing apparatus. 
What is claimed and is wished to secure by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: 
1. Apparatus for selectively sampling fluids from a 

plurality of ?uid samples, said apparatus comprising: 
a. a plurality of independent conduits, each said con 

duit being in ?uid ?ow communication with one of 
the different fluid samples; 

b. a plurality of multi-ported sampling valves con 
nected to said sampling conduits, the number of 
the sampling valves corresponding to that of sam~ 
ples; 

. each of said sampling valves including a pair of 
inlet and outlet conduits for introducing and dis 
charging a fluid sample, respectively, a pair of inlet 
and outlet conduits for introducing and discharging 
a carrier gas, respectively, a metering chamber and 
a change-over mechanism having two positions for 
establishing; 
i. a ?rst port connection mode therein said sample 

inlet conduit, said metering chamber and said 
sample outlet conduit are connected in series 
while said carrier gas inlet conduit and said car 
rier gas outlet conduit are shorted; and 

ii. a second port connection mode wherein said 
carrier gas inlet conduit, metering chamber and 
carrier gas outlet conduit are connected in series; 
while the sample inlet conduit and sample outlet 
conduit are shorted; 

(I. said sampling valves being serially connected with 
each other so that said carrier gas outlet conduits 
of said preceding sampling valves are connected, 
respectively, to said carrier gas inlet conduits of 
said directly succeeding sampling valves; and 

e. means adapted to change over one of said sampling 
valves from said ?rst port connection mode to said 
second port connection mode for collecting a fluid 
sample, while maintaining other sampling valves in 
said ?rst port connection mode until the carrier gas 
conduits through which said fluid gas sample has 
been collected are ?lled with a fresh carrier gas for 
a subsequent sampling operation. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said sampling 
valves are six-way valves. 

* * * * * 
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